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useful , but not of any fundamental significance. It allows us to under
stand volume dependence at different temperatures in a phenomeno
logical way but does not give us any deep insight into the processes. 

D. CHANGE OF K WITH VOLUME 

I have emphasized that at least at low temperatures the electrical 
resistivity depends sensitively on the relative proportions of N- and 
U -processes. This in turn depends on both the geometry of the Fermi 
surface and the anisotropy of the phonon-dispersion curves. 

At high temperatures, however, where all scattering processes, "heth
er ~ or U, involve large-angle scattering, it is probably more legit
imate to separate out the dependence of the vibration amplitude (or 
the number of phonons) on volume from the other terms so that we 
can focus attention on the volume dependence of the electron-phonon 
interaction. 

At high temperatures equation (39) applies. If we allow the pressure 
to vary at constant temperature we have from this equation: 
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In this cXllression we can estimate from the Griineisen pararn-
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eter; this in turn can be determined from purely equilibrium measure
ments on the metal since we have: 

- 8 In 018 In V = y = VfJixCv (43) 

where fJ is the volume expansion coefficient, X is the compressibility 
and Ov is the molar heat capacity at constant volume. 

In this way we can estimate the change of {) with volume, and so 
determine the change of K with volume; cf. Table III. Table IV 
gives the rcsults for the monovalent metals at 0° C. Our next problem 
is to understand the values of 0 In Kia In V listed ill the Table. Be
fore considering the theoretical work that has been done on this, there 
are threo further noints about the variation of K with yolumc that 
must be brought out. 


